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Complete these sentences by first adding and adjective. You may then add any other words you wish. 

Example: My fatter ill last week. 

QUESTION ANSWER 

Ann’s face became............................... …red because of exposure to hot sun.  

Look how the sky is turning......................... …darker gradually. 

He is getting..................................... …taller with every passing month.  

As she scrubbed it, it gradually became........................ …clean and shiny. 

All of a sudden the room went..................................... ...dark due to sudden load shedding.  

The house was getting………. ...bigger with two new rooms being added. 

The deep purple flowers turned.................................. …black after heavy rain.  

She was very tired and she soon fell............................ …asleep after the tiring journey. 

Day by day you grow........................ …taller and fitter.  

John has become.......................................... …healthier after the treatment. 

He waved his arms and grew....................................... …happier with each passing moment.  

The rain become............................................ …more intense after the cloudburst. 

The cover of the book became........................................ ...more attractive with the addition of pictures.  

Each year he grows..................................................... ...fatter and lazier. 

By the end of the day the children had become.............. ...tired and sleepy.  

Why are you always................................................... ...angry with the children? 

His face grew........................................... …red with shame.  

The king felt...................................................... …happy after the performance by his best singer. 

My pen has run............................................................... ...out of ink.  



She can’t help becoming................................................... …angry when her friends tease her. 

The fruit has all gone............................................. ...rotten due to the heat. 

Work hard and you will grow.......................................... ...intelligent and smart. 

If you run about so much you will be........................ ...tired and thirsty.  

 The fright turned him......................................... …pale and stiff. 

His father’s face turned........................ ...red with anger.  

Last September most children in the class fell................... ...ill due to the viral fever. 

My shoe laces have come................................................. ...loose. 

Supplies of rice are running................................. …short because of the lockdown. 

 

Sentence building with infinitives 

Finish these sentence by adding first an infinitive and then any other words. 

QUESTION ANSWER 

At last everyone was ready................................. …to contribute money for the PM Cares Fund. 

Always be slow............................. and quick................. …to criticize and quick to appreciate. 

You were lucky....................................... …to have escaped without being punished. 

He is certain................................................................. …to crack the IAS mains exam. 

 He never seems willing............................................. …to help others. 

This food is not fit................................. …to be consumed by children. 

Unfortunately i was unable....................................... …to meet him before he left Rourkela. 

Are you prepped............................................................. …to help me through the summer? 

No one was sorry.......................................................... …to see him go.  

You were quite right.................................................. …to have stopped him from going out at night. 

It is not necessary........................................................ …to tell him everything.  

It is always wise.......................................................... …to control your anger. 

 
 
 
 



 
Complete these sentence by adding for or of with a pronoun, and then an infinitive phrase. 
 

QUESTION ANSWER 

It is very 
easy..................................................... 

……for you to solve this sum.  

It was impossible....................................... …for us to complete that work. 

It is difficult..................................................... …for them to understand this concept.  

It is quite useless........................................... …for him to work so hard. 

It is most unusual.................................. …of her to shout at her seniors.  

It was hard...................................... …for me to convince my mother. 

It was wise.................................. …of my father to stop me from going out at night.  

It was wrong.................................... …of the teacher to punish only him, 

It is silly....................................................... …of her to lie to me.  

It is clever.............................................. …of the little boy to hide his sweets. 

It was unwise................................................. …of the man to argue with the policeman.  

It was stupid ............................................. …of me to have gone with them. 

It was sensible........................................ …of them to greet the Principal.  

It was brave............................... …of the soldiers to face the attack by the enemy. 

It was kind.................................... …of him to help me.  

It was good.................................... …of her to help her neighbour carry the bags. 

It was careless....................... …of me not to switch off the fan.  

It was generous.................... …of her to contribute for a noble cause. 

 

 


